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ARBOR LODGE SHELTER FOCUS GROUP #2 MEETING NOTES 
12/7/21 

• Facilitator - Andrea Matthews | Shelter Project Manager, JOHS Multnomah County | 
Arbor Lodge Neighborhood Association Board Chair 

• Note Taker - Monique Smiley | County Commissioner Jayapal’s Office 
• Architect - Corey Morris, Project Manager, and Michael Miller, Project Architect, 

Carleton Hart Architecture 
• Shelter Service Provider - Daniel Hovanas, Deputy Director Do Good Multnomah 

 
Attendees 

1. Linda Wysong, Kenton 
2. Steve Rupert, Kenton 
3. Tatiana Mac, Arbor Lodge 
4. Jill Scantlan, Kenton 
5. Maureen DeLongis 
6. Peter Tiso, Staff, JOHS 
7. Amelia, Arbor Lodge 
8. Jeremy Spurgin 
9. Sara Sherwood, Kenton & volunteer at Hygiene4All 
10. Ginger Edwards, Arbor Lodge 
11. Davis Carlisle, Kenton 
12. Mary Jaron Kelley, North Portland Neighborhood Services  
13. Tucker Miles, Kenton 

 
Introduction, Andrea Matthews 

• Overview of Arbor Lodge Shelter  
• Ground rules 
• What people are looking forward to about this site? 

 
Meeting #1 input 

• Fencing (semi-private enclosure, maybe with plants growing over it?) 
• Green wall on Denver 
• Campbell instead of Denver for truck deliveries 
• Consider a heat source (fire pit?) for the covered outdoor space 
• Mural directly on the building 
• Lombard street facade is kinda sad (attractive external design) 

 
Update on Site Design 

• Not selecting materials, furniture, or planting yet 
• North Denver. Landscape the strip and canopy of trees on the street 
• 6 foot high fencing staggered away from the public sidewalk 

o Researching perimeter fencing styles that are open and private 
• Pet relief area 
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Building elevations 

• Working with what is there - more texture, breaking up the mass 
• Soften the building’s look - create columns in the front and have plants wrapped 

around. 
• Remove retail awnings and add new awnings along Lombard and Denver to protect 

people from weather. 
 
Retail entry: When we remove the former Rite Aid awning, do we add a mural?  Do we lower 
the parapet height to make it look less like a Rite Aid? 
 
I like the big mural idea, no need to spend the $$ to cut down that upper area. 
 
The Rite Aid design doesn’t represent the community 
 
Is there much of a construction cost savings of leaving the parapet as is? 

• Yes it would be less expensive  
 

I think there’s no reason/value in maintaining the “Rite-Aid-ness” of it. I’d rather it expose 
more area. The only other consideration is if that awning provides outside shelter for 
waiting/smoking. 
 
Lombard doesn’t have a unique architectural style, but there are some renovated buildings 
in the area to connect the style with those structures. 
 
I think that retail-looking features like that parapet tend to make a re-purposed building 
always look like a retail space, regardless of their new use. I think it would be hard to unsee 
it as a retail entrance, even with a mural on it. 
 
The community can be part of a mural too, so start to feel connected to the shelter.  Some 
large spaces can be painted by anyone, details by the artist. 
 
There is a good deal of history to Kenton, and then there is Arbor Lodge - a great name 
connecting the neighborhood to nature. 
 
Have you been in specific communication with RACC so the artist can be part of the design? 

• Not yet - still looking at what we can best do to give direction to RACC.  Would we 
want them to focus on murals or would we want them to focus on fence panels? 

 
Will you be keeping the diamond-shaped windows? 

• Not planning to keep the diamond-shaped windows. 
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I’ve also worked with RACC.  I hope we would have a process where the artist also meets 
with the community in the design process and the painting too. 
 
From an operational standpoint, do we want the design to be more subtle or have it stand 
out? 
 
I don’t think a Mural has to be LOUD.  It can be soothing and celebrate nature in subdued 
colors to show welcoming. 
 
I don't think it will ever be quiet enough to blend in. This is a threshold between residential 
and commercial. 
 
Agree, art doesn’t need to necessarily be bright colors - like the mural on Scratch Meats on 
Peninsular. Lovely colors and just adds to the building. 
 
How will we prevent the mural from being tagged?  One suggestion: place the mural high on 
the wall. 
 
Comments and Questions 
 
Can you add a small garden planter in a sunny spot?  I’m a Master Gardener and could help 
provide seeds, plants, and coaching for simple things like lettuces, tomatoes, etc. 
 
YES! to mural directly on the building! Art = community and livability. 
 
A firepit would add smoke/pollutants to the already bad air we have in Arbor Lodge.  
 
But also it gets cold, and a heat source would be nice for the residents 
 
Propane heat maybe? (Lots of other residences here have wood-burning fire in our homes so 
I'm not opposed to these residents having fire too.) 
 
How does someone who hasn’t been here before feel welcomed to the building? It’s a gated 
entry before getting into the building entry. 

•  It’s all by referral and relationship building  
 
But people from the neighborhood do come to donate food and other items, so finding that 
entry is important. 

• Yes, how can we make this more accessible and friendly at the entry? 
 
Can you add 4 foot high planters along Lombard between trees?   Consider Evergreen 
Magnolias for the trees in Denver. 
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It seems like there is county/city money involved, so is the public art requirement activated? 
• RACC will be the partner involved. 

 
I’d like to see public art along the Lombard-facing wall. 
 
I like seeing the plant material and are you going to put it in an irrigation system? 

• Yes. 
 
Have you visited other villages to see their landscape? (Mary Jaron Kelley). There is a 
volunteer landscaper who designed garden beds at St. Johns Village, however, the residents 
did not use it and needed a place for their bottles and cans. 

• We toured St. Johns village and would love to be more connected. 
 
Kenton Women’s Village really likes gardens though. 
 
Increase variety in community space — need more benches and larger spaces so people can 
be alone, and not only in group settings. 
 
Is there a way to think about flexibility in the outdoor spaces so some spaces can be used 
for multiple small groups but can easily be adapted to accommodate larger groups? 
 
For the fencing, an open but non-climbable fence would help the residents feel more secure. 
The middle option would meet that, for example. 
 
Fence, from my perspective, it would be good to consider one of those excellent metal 
options with interspersed panels - maybe wood? Also, did mention a more zig-zag instead of 
a straight line. You could get fancy and make them curved. 
 
Need more covered seating areas 
 
Will there be a place inside for eating? 

• Yes there will be a space to eat inside. 
 
Are there houseless people involved in the planning? 

• No, and Andrea is sharing the designs with JOHS.  Many JOHS employees offering 
design feedback have lived experience and/or provider experience.  

 
Can we see scenarios on the feedback we gave regarding the retail entry and building 
elevations? 

• We will bring some 3-dimensional views to the next meeting 
 
Could we add a buffer on the side where the homes are right next to the property? I don’t 
mind, but I know some shelter residents would want more of a privacy barrier. 
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• The slat fencing at the property line next to the homes is adjacent to parking.  There 
will be additional privacy fencing around the tiny shelters. 

 
The driveway to the service area is really tight.  Can we move it? 

• It is not as tight as it looks.  The architect has been in touch with the garbage hauler 
and they are able to work with this spacing. 

 
Closing / Wrap-up 

• Meeting 3: Tuesday, Jan. 25, 2022, 5-6 pm 
o Development of building exterior in response to your feedback 
o Site design refinement: Plantings, Colors, Materials 

 
• Meeting 4: Tuesday, Mar. 15, 2022, 5-6pm 

o Further development of building exterior in response to your feedback 
o Further Site design refinement: Plantings, Colors, Materials 

 

 

 

 


